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Brought to you by

with ANGELA WALTERS

LAUREL WREATH

FINISHED SIZE
54" x 72" (1.4 m x 1.8 m)

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

FABRIC YARDAGE USE

Background Fabric 
(Shown in Boundless Aura 
Blenders: Taupe)

3 yards Background and 
Binding

Charm Squares 
(Shown in Boundless 
Heirloom Bloom)

42 - 5" (12.7 cm) squares Leaves

Binding Fabric 
(Shown in Boundless Aura 
Blenders: Taupe)

½ yard (45.7 cm) Binding

Backing Fabric 
(Shown in Boundless 
Heirloom Bloom: Vine Blue)

3 yards (2.7 m) Backing

Fusible web 20" (50 cm) 
wide 

1½ yards (1.4 m) Leaves

GENERAL NOTES 
• Read instructions thoroughly before beginning the project.
• For piecing, place the right sides of fabric pieces together and use ¼" (6 

mm) seam allowances unless otherwise specified.
• Yardage is based on fabric at least 42" (1.1 m) wide. (WOF)
• Cut strips across the width of fabric. To piece strips together, use diagonal 

seams.
• Arrows on the diagrams indicate the direction to press.
• Quilt shown uses fabric available at Craftsy.com.

Pattern designed by Angela Walters

PIECING INSTRUCTIONS
Preparing the Background
1. Cut the 3 yards (2.7 m) of 

background fabric into two 
pieces 1½ yard (1.35 m) each. Sew 
them together along the long 
side  and press seam.

2. Trim 8" from the top and 
bottom of the background. The 
background should measure 54" 
x 72". Set the 8" strips aside for 
binding.
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Preparing the Blocks
1. Adhere fusible interfacing to the back of each 5" (12.7 

cm) block in the charm pack. Refer to the interfacing 
manufacturer’s instructions.

2. Fold each square in half, right sides together. Align 
the template with the folded edge and trace the 
shape onto the back of the interfacing.

3. Carefully cut on the line. 

4. Align smaller template along the folded edge and 
trace the shape.

5. Cut along the line to reveal a second, smaller leaf shape.

6. Repeat with each of the charm squares.

Making the Quilt
1. Lay out the background so that it is flat. Begin arranging 

the leaf shapes in a wreath shape on the quilt.

2. Find the placement that suits you before you fuse 
them to the background. Remember, it doesn’t have 
to be perfect!

3. Fuse the leaves to the background following the 
manufacturer’s instructions.

Finishing the Quilt
1. Baste the quilt layers together, being careful to not 

loosen the leaves. If one comes loose, just pin it on.

2. Machine quilt the top. Be sure to secure each leaf 
shape completely.

3. Bind and enjoy!
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